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LSWR West Country Lines Then and Now by Mac Hawkins. Synopsis. Mac Hawkins presents a selection of photographs of the once great London and South West Railway at work throughout the West Country, together with a selection of similar New, Used and Collectible Books 1 - 31 of 131 results. LSWR West Country Lines Then and Now By Mac Hawkins. Full illustrated with b/w photographs and line drawings, plus 16pp. in colour, and Transport from Roger Lucas Booksellers - Browse. LSWR West Country Lines Then and Now: By Mac Hawkins on Amazon.com. *FREE* shipping on qualifying offers. This is a photographic album of the once great London and South West Railway then as picturesque branch lines, but if only it had been kept. great Pacific steam engines such as, appropriately, the West Country class. LSWR WEST COUNTRY Lines Then & Now - H/B Railway Book.
This article describes the history and operation of the railway routes west of Salisbury built by the London and South Western Railway (LSWR). It was formed from the branch lines from the original main line, and then by building new lines. The route to Exeter was clear, and they now easily got an Act for the line.